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THE BRAND THAT MATCHES

branve.com

The magnetism of strong personalities 
and the ability to match with you. 
BRANVE® is contemporariness and 
innovation, with a cosmopolitan design 
and pronounced character. Comfort, 
durability and elegance allied with 
practicality - For those who seek the 
luxury of functionality in every detail.



E M P I R E
Maintaining an identity in a world that 
demands organization and focus. Determined 
to differentiate the executive daily life, Empire 
presents itself as sophisticated, modern yet 
attentive to detail. In this empire, functionality 
and personality are pronounced in the 
materials that are carefully chosen, where 
each element has an inherent purpose 

- the form adapts itself to the function. 
Who said organization couldn’t be elegant?
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EMPIRE BACK PACK  
926 8 0

EMPIRE NOTEBOOK  
9 3598

The EMPIRE backpack is city and sophisticated in split leather with PU. The 
main compartment is made of 2 padded dividers, compatible with a laptop 
up to 14’’ and a tablet up to 10.5’’, and several pockets for easy storage. The 
front has a large pocket. The side zippers have sturdy magnets and metal 
plates ideal for customisation. The back with padded backrest and fully 
padded straps ensure maximum comfort and the reinforced bottom corners 
ensure durability. Interior pockets. Metallic closure. The EMPIRE backpack 
has a trolley carrying strap, which makes it a versatile and practical object 
for both everyday and business trips. Supplied in a non-woven bag. 
     290 x 370 x 90 mm | Bag: 530 x 500 x 80 mm 
     LSR - 15 x 15 mm

1 10 25
90.39 87.68 84.97

Un.
£

The EMPIRE is an A5 notepad with a modern and minimalist 
design and with a business touch. The hard cover with split 
leather with PU that protects the interior, which intelligently 
splits into three distinct parts with a separator that allows 
you to identify each part. Its 240 pages are proportionally 
divided into plain, lined and dotted pages. Its minimalist design 
is complemented by the metallic detail on the closure, which 
is characteristic of this product line and enhances its elegance. 
The product is supplied with a pen holder (pen not included) and 
in a gift box. 
     150 x 210 mm | Box: 197 x 250 x 28 mm 
     HTS - 35 x 10 mm

1 10 25
17.77 17.23 16.70

Un.
£



EMPIRE SUITCA SE I I  
92359
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The EMPIRE II is a classic and sophisticated suitcase with two pockets 
designed to protect your laptop up to 15.6‘’ and your tablet up to 10.5‘’. 
Its design, like all products in this line, has been thought to the last 
detail and every detail makes EMPIRE II the ideal folder for an everyday 
object that goes unnoticed. The EMPIRE II finishing is made of high 
quality textured imitation leather. The versatility of different transport 
methods is equally noticeable in its trolley strap. EMPIRE II suitcase 
is supplied in a non-woven bag. 
     380 x 280 x 80 mm | Bag: 530 x 500 x 80 mm 
     LSR - 15 x 15 mm

1 10 25
88.57 85.91 83.26

Un.
£
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EMPIRE SUITCA SE I  
923 60
The EMPIRE I is a modern executive suitcase with a sophisticated 
touch, in high quality textured imitation leather. It has a main 
compartment with 2 padded pockets, allowing you to store your laptop 
up to 14‘’ and your tablet up to 10.5‘’. The different ways of carrying 
this suitcase make it a versatile object, something that is reinforced 
by its trolley strap. The innovative EMPIRE I magnet closure on the 
side elevates the suitcase to a single object. All details are focused 
on its functionality as well as its aesthetics and an example of this are 
the metallic details used in the handle, which in addition to ensuring 
the quality of the EMPIRE I, ensure its uniqueness. EMPIRE I suitcase 
is supplied in a non-woven bag. 
     370 x 270 x 80 mm | Bag: 530 x 500 x 80 mm 
     LSR - 15 x 15 mm

1 10 25
88.57 85.91 83.26

Un.
£



D Y N A M I C
Business and leisure can go hand 
in hand. It is important to maintain the 
hectic cosmopolitan rhythm and the 
secret is multi-functionality. Being 
versatile is knowing how to combine 
the improbable - the robustness and 
harmony, the practicality and nobility 
of materials. In the Dynamic, the objects 
are multiplied but are, simultaneously, 
unified: it’s energy in movement.
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DY N A MIC 2 IN 1 BACK PACK
926 82

DY N A MIC NOTEBOOK
9 3 5 9 7
The DYNAMIC is a  A5 notebook thougt and designed 
to be a functional and practical object with a touch of city elegance. 
It has two different writing notepads on each side that can be used 
and closed separately. It has a magnet closing system on the 
strap that goes around the notepad. The band has a different 
colour on each side, allowing its identification, giving a certain 
irreverence to the product. The exterior material is high quality 
imitation leather and 168D, textured and smooth. It has 256 pages 
that are divided proportionally between plain and lined pages, 
identifiable by the outer banner. The DYNAMIC notepad is unique 
in its design but also in its functionality, where duality makes 
it a perfect object for every moment of everyday life. 
     150 x 210 mm | Box: 197 x 250 x 28 mm 
     HTS - 35 x 10 mm

1 10 25
16.97 16.46 15.95

Un.
£

The DYNAMIC 2 in 1 is an urban backpack that stands out for its versatility 
and duality. Its efficient design allows it to be a unique and versatile object 
that discretely multiplies into a backpack and a travel bag. The backpack has 
two inside pockets, that allow the protection of your laptop up to 15.6‘’ and 
your tablet up to 10.5’’. The large travel bag lets you perfectly organize your 
clothes for a 2 or 3 day trip. It has an anti-theft back pocket. Material 1680D 
imitation leather and elastic closures with PU plate. The DYNAMIC 2 in 1 also 
has a trolley socket that underlines its practical and functional side.The two 
parts of this backpack can be used separately or as a single piece. Supplied 
in a non-woven bag. 
     300 x 420 x 200 mm | Backpack: 300 x 420 x 75mm | 
Travel bag: 300 x 420 x 130 mm | Bag: 550 x 580 x 210mm 
     LSR - 40 x 10 mm

1 10 25
89.00 86.33 83.66

Un.
£



U R B A N
The urban routine requires flexibility. 
While assuming an alternative and 
bold style, the Urban line is prepared 
for all the daily incidents, facing them 
with enthusiasm, lightness and the 
right dose of sobriety. Trendy items for 
those who are always ready for change.
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URBA N BACK PACK  
926 8 3
The URBAN is a versatile, high-density soft shell city tarpaulin backpack. Designed 
to hold a laptop up to 14’’ and 10.5’’ tablet. The URBAN’s waterproofness makes 
it a unique object. The impermeability comes both in its fabric and in the design 
of the zippers that protect the inside of the backpack. The front pocket is spacious 
and the access to it is very intuitive. The adjustable straps and hand grip contribute 
to the versatility of the backpack. URBAN is supplied in a non-woven bag. 
     400 x 300 x 70 mm | Bag: 530 x 500 x 80 mm 
     TRS - 140 x 160 mm

1 10 25
30.28 29.37 28.46

Un.
£



M O T I O N
The challenges of urban life are overcome 
with boldness. Irreverence and comfort 
mark the Motion lines. With avant 
garde traces, these products belong 
to who dares - they have a strong 
personality and they stand out anywhere.
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MOTION BAG  
92521

MOTION BACK PACK  
926 81

The MOTION is a practical and stylish 600D cationic polyester travel bag 
with split leather with PU. Its spacious main compartment is ideal for 
storing clothes and other utilities needed for short trips. It also has four 
inside pockets and a front pocket with an asymmetrical design flap, which 
characterizes this line and gives it a modern look. It has a magnet closure. 
The practicality of this bag is matched by a detailed and careful design 
that leads to details such as the space to put the name tag, the metallic 
feet that protect the bag when set down, the design of the zipper that 
allows it to be closed with a lock (not included) and the straps designed 
to be adjustable and comfortable. MOTION is supplied in a non-woven bag. 
     500 x 300 x 250 mm | Bag: 700 x 450 x 75 mm 
     LSR - 40 x 10 mm

1 10 25
50.15 48.65 47.14

Un.
£

The MOTION is a unique 600D backpack with irreverent design. 
Split leather with PU. The backpack has several compartments, 
inside pockets and two padded pockets purposely designed 
to protect a 15.6’’ laptop and 10.5’’ tablet. The padded straps and 
back accentuate the comfort of this backpack. The trolley strap 
is yet another feature that emphasizes the practical side of this 
backpack making it easy to carry around. The flap front pocket and 
side pockets are equally unique in their design, from the asymmetry 
of the front pocket to the hidden side pocket that can hold a water 
bottle. The MOTION is supplied in a non-woven bag. 
     410 x 330 x 150 mm | Bag: 530 x 500 x 80 mm 
     LSR - 40 x 10 mm

1 10 25
51.27 49.73 48.20

Un.
£



Q U O T E
That which is most important 
should be registered. Tasks, 
messages, ideas - commitments 
and inspirations deserve the comfort 
of blank pages. Creativity gains space 
in the silent discovery of free pages. 
Be inspired by the geometry of forms 
or by the revisited and reinvented 
culture of places and traditions.
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GEOME TRIC NOTEBOOK  
9 3596

TILE S NOTEBOOK  
9 37 37

The GEOMETRIC is an A5 hard cover imitation leather notepad. 
The design of the cover was inspired by geometric figures 
based on optical illusion patterns. The elastic band, which 
allows to close the notepad, the bookmark and the pen holder 
(pen not included) reinforce the usefulness of this notepad. 
More than a notepad, it is a support for communicating 
emotions. Something very personal and unique. 
     140 x 210 mm | Box: 177 x 250 x 24 mm 
     HTS - 40 x 30 mm

1 10 25
9.86 9.56 9.27

Un.
£

The TILES is an A5 hard cover imitation leather notepad with 
256 lined pages inside. This whole notepad was designed based 
on cultural elements, in this case the Portuguese tiles. The 
elastic band that closes the notepad, bookmark and pen holder 
(pen not included) reinforces the usefulness of this notebook. 
More than a notepad, it is a support for communicating 
emotions. Something very personal and unique. 
     140 x 210 mm | Box: 177 x 250 x 24 mm 
     HTS - 40 x 30 mm

1 10 25
9.86 9.56 9.27

Un.
£



S I G N I
812 0 6

S I G N I I
812 0 7

S TA IN
8120 8

I N K

AUTOGR A PH
81205

SIGN I I
81207

SIGN I
81206
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The STAIN is a textured roller and stainless steel lid. The STAIN roller 
is inspired by geometric lines, has a black Dokumental Ink® refill. 
It is supplied in a gift box. 
     Ø10 x 135 mm | Box: 53 x 187 x 28 mm 
     LSR - 40 x 4 mm

1 10 25
10.29 9.98 9.67

Un.
£

The SIGN II is a sleek metal roller with matte black finishing and 
stainless steel clip. The SIGN II has black Dokumental Ink® refill. 
It is supplied in a gift box. 
     Ø10 x 135 mm | Box: 53 x 173 x 28 mm 
     LSR - 40 x 5 mm

1 10 25
10.37 10.06 9.75

Un.
£

The AUTOGRAPH is a sophisticated ball pen and roller set. The Roller 
is matt black metal and stainless steel lid and the Ball pen is matt black 
metal and stainless steel clip. In this minimalist and exquisite set the ball 
pen and roller have bl  Dokumental Ink® refill. It is supplied in a gift box. 

     Ø10 x 135 mm | Box: 73 x 173 x 28 mm 
     LSR - 40 x 5 mm

1 10 25
18.53 17.97 17.42

Un.
£

The SIGN I is a sleek metal ball pen with matte black finishing and 
stainless steel clip. The SIGN I is a sophisticated, minimalist design 
object that has bl  Dokumental Ink® refill. It is supplied in a gift box. 
     Ø10 x 135 mm | Box: 53 x 187 x 28 mm 
     LSR - 40 x 5 mm

1 10 25
10.18 9.88 9.57

Un.
£

Transposing onto paper thoughts and ideas - the cult 
of handwriting. Writing instruments that combine 
different textures in a modern and elegant design. 
The flow of the ink as the rhythm of inspiration. 
Ink as the mentor of loose and correct words.
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S I G N I
812 0 6

A U T O G R A P H 
812 0 5

S TA I N 
812 0 8

A U T O G R A P H 
812 0 5



NEO  
810 01

HOOK M AT TE  
810 0 3

N E O
810 01

N E O
810 01
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NEO is an avant-garde, ergonomic aluminum ball pen with 
twist mechanism that is designed for professionals who use 
a notepad and a tablet as their office. The silicone touch tip 
enhances its usefulness and the matt/glossy lacquered body 
adds elegance. The ball pen has a cross-type metal refill and 
black Dokumental® ink. This product comes in a cushioned gift 
box. 
     Ø10 x 138 mm | Case: 175 x 41 x 20 mm 
     PDP - 6 x 45 mm

1 10 500 1000 2500
2.96 2.93 2.87 2.82 2.78

Un.
£

The HOOK Matte ball pen is elegant and sophisticated, 
that hardly goes unnoticed. It is a bronze ball pen with 
twist mechanism, bright chrome plating and iron 
spring clip, which gives it strength and flexibility. The 
shiny chrome-plated tip and double-finished body 
(platinum-plated interior and matt lacquered exterior) enhance 
not only the elegant design but the quality of the HOOK Matte. 
It has a G2 metal refill with blue Dokumental® ink. The Hook 
Matte is supplied in a gift box. 
     Ø11 x 142 mm | Case: 175 x 41 x 20 mm 
     PDP - 7 x 40 mm

1 10 250 500 1000
6.78 6.72 6.58 6.48 6.38

Un.
£
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N E O
810 01

H O O K M AT T E
810 0 3

H O O K M AT T E
810 0 3



TICKBOX Europe Ltd
Unit 1, Knoll Gardens
Newbury
Berkshire
RG20 0NZ
United Kingdon

T: 0044 (0)208 154 6250
E: info@tickboxpromo.com
www.tickboxpromo.com


